
                                                                                         

 

 

17 September 2020 

Mick Gentleman 

Minister for Planning and Sustainable Development, 

 

Representation against EIS201900001 for a Resource Recovery Facility in Tennant Street Fyshwick. 

EPDCustomerservices@act.gov.au  

 

Dear Minister, 

It is unjust, unreasonable and wrong to allow hundreds of thousands of additional vehicle movements per year 

in the streets of Fyshwick, an area known for its congestion and diesel particulate pollution.  It is obvious that 

the author of the traffic study has not regularly driven the roads most affected by this DA.  

In the statement at Appendix E, the specialist, technical Transport Impact Assessment, is unclear and 

confusing because of all the superfluous information and tables.  The EIS provides superfluous details of 

existing roads, worker numbers by car as driver or passenger, but fails completely to give a clear account of 

the actual numbers of extra trucks that will be on the roads as a result of this development.   The nature of the 

bulk of the waste, three quarters or more, of C&D, C&I and waste soil is proof that the majority of the vehicle 

movement will be by trucks.  Even if there is 50% of vehicles generated locally (doubtful) they too will be 

bringing the C&D and C&I waste or else the 1.1 million tonnes in total cannot be arrived at. 

In moving between traffic movements and number of vehicles the real transport impacts of the development 

are obscured.  For example, on page 29, Table 6.1: Materials Expected to be Processed by the Site; it 

includes the number of vehicles required but conveniently leaves out how many trips per day these vehicles 

might make delivering any of the specified materials.  If more than one or a number of trips are made, which 

may well apply to local contracts, then the final estimate of traffic movements would be greater than implied by 

counting vehicles only. 

Obfuscation again, page 31, Table 6.2: Traffic Generation by Materials Processed; does provide 

movements in and out of the site on a daily and weekly basis. However, since this is traffic movement for 

material processing it does not include the numbers of in and out movements for other aspects of the proposal 

such as delivery of product for use onsite.  It is also not clear if it contains information about delivery of the 
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Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) which will not be processed or of the exit of residue wastes designated 

for landfill.  

On the basis that this technical report is to inform the Assessment team and the community as to the detailed 

aspects of transport in order to allow considered and reliable assessment this Report fails and should be done 

again. 

Additionally, the EIS failed to understand the existing level of traffic congestion in Tennant and Newcastle 

Streets at exactly the times of day it says this development will have the most impact.   

It failed also to consider: 

• the CRS proposal and its extra 460 vehicle movements per day on Ipswich Street;  

• that the proponent does not control the traffic or that his drivers and others avoiding traffic hot spots 

will access minor roads with less safety line of sight and width; 

• the impact on the surrounding streets potentially used by the facility’s trucks; 

• that the traffic lights at the top of Tennant Street are notoriously difficult to manoeuvre without this 

development; 

• the difficulties for traffic in Tennant Street caused by people trying to leave the Bunnings, Domayne 

and Pushy’s carparks; 

• the truck and vehicles movements of other businesses in Tennant Street for their added impact on the 

traffic; and 

• the types and ages of the trucks for their pollution emission and greenhouse impacts. 

 

It failed to account for: 

• growth in traffic in Fyshwick over the life of the proposal;  

• the cumulative impact of the foreseeable additional traffic that might be generated by the CRS 

proposal and the Dairy Road proposal; 

• the difficulties it will cause to Dirty Jane’s and other businesses in Tennant Street; 

• impacts on the other streets of Fyshwick when the traffic changes as a result of the additional vehicle 

movements from Hi-Quality; 

• the directional distribution and assignment of traffic generated by the proposed development; 

• waste sources and products sources from outside the ACT.  Since the ACT does not produce 1.1 

million of waste per year for recycling then the waste and associated materials coming in from 

interstate has not been accounted for in the traffic study.  The impact on regional roads is important 

particularly the Barton and Monaro Highways or Tarago Road and the Kings Highway and through 

Queanbeyan and Canberra Avenue if this route from Windellama Landfill were to be chosen by 

drivers; 

• the dangers of increased traffic coming from or heading to the north on the Monaro highway for the 

capacity and adequacy of the exits and access ramps.  Merging with consuming traffic at speed is 



difficult without additional vehicles and Turning right into Ipswich street most difficult because of the 

short queuing distance. 

• Ipswich Street which demands separate attention because it is the main thoroughfare for inner south

Canberra residents looking to join the Monaro Highway heading north.

When Sidra criteria were applied in Appendix E to the Newcastle/Collie Street intersection it showed an E 

level of service.  The conclusion was that it was near capacity with up to 50 second delays and an accident 

study was required.  This needs further explanation and if it is intended not to comply to the criteria then 

mitigation measures should have been included. 

The Newcastle/Barrier Street intersection in both the am and pm peaks, turning into Barrier Street from 

Newcastle Street, also received an E level of service; also at capacity at the signals causing excessive 

delays and also requiring other control modes.  Again, this needed to be explained further.  It was not. 

The Collie Street/Tennant Street intersection consistently received an A level of service.   This needs to be 

looked at again with the possibility of Collie Street being used as a rat run to avoid the excessive congestion 

at the Newcastle Street intersection.  Other problems would evolve if this eventuated.  Traffic movement is 

one thing that the proponent of this development cannot control.  If drivers choose Collie Street to Wollongong 

Street there are a number of important impediments to be considered.  

1. The intersection with Albany and Townsend Streets has no lights; is at a difficult angle with poor line

of sight to the left towards Wollongong Street.

2. Access from Wollongong Street to Newcastle Street has no traffic lights so vehicles turning right will

hold up the flow of traffic in Newcastle Street.  If they turn left towards Canberra Avenue and

Windellama Landfill, then the lights at Newcastle/ Collie Street will be further compromised.

3. The Transport Impact Assessment, Appendix E or the EIS Volume 1 should have included an

assessment of the risk of road maintenance, road widening, roundabout and traffic lights upgrades

providing evaluation of timeframes, costing disruption etc.

It is obvious to us and to anyone else who reads it that the Transport Impact Assessment did not provide 

sufficient information to allow the decision makers or the community to understand all of the issues likely to 

have an adverse impact on the traffic flow and safety in Fyshwick as a result of the operation all year round of 

the proposed Hi Qual Integrated Resource Recovery Facility.  As such it does not meet the regulatory 

requirement of the Scoping Document and should be rejected. 

This representation only covers the traffic implications covered in the EIS. We believe that this proposal will 

detrimentally impact our business and all the businesses in the Fyshwick Markets not only as a result of the 

impact on traffic but also the impact on the local environment. We believe this proposal will discourage 

Canberrans from wanting to visit the Markets as a result of our proximity to the waste facility. With over 50 



year history of feeding Canberrans the small businesses and small business owners that make up the Markets 

will be detrimentally impacted by this proposal.  

Regards, David Irvine 

Owner Wiffens Premium Greengrocers Fyshwick 


